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The following pages deliver a big-picture reveal about human
consciousness, the development of Neothink®, God-Man and a
new Neothink® ministry. These three insights were taken directly
from one of Mark Hamilton’s publications. They offer a new
angle, a new ministry.
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The First Insight
God-Man Is Our Next Evolution
(God-Like Power)
“…the theory of evolution by natural selection was the
hollowing knell of all that ennobling tradition of man as the
purposed creation of Majestic Greatness, the elohim, that goes
straight back into the unconscious depths of the Bicameral Age.
It said in a word that there is no authorization from outside.
Behold! there is nothing there. What we must do must come
from ourselves. The king at Eynan can stop staring at Mount
Hermon; the dead king can die at last. We, we fragile human
species at the end of the second millennium A.D., we must become
our own authorization. And here at the end of the second
millennium and about to enter the third, we are surrounded with
this problem. It is one that the new millennium will be working
out, perhaps slowly, perhaps swiftly, perhaps even with some
further changes in our mentality.”
— The Origin Of Consciousness
Julian Jaynes, Princeton University
3000 Years Later, Mankind Will Undergo One More Evolution
(God-Like Power)
I turned off the lights in my home office. My day was over,
but I went to bed with thoughts pounding in my head and
adrenaline flowing through my veins. I was discovering the next
evolution of man I called God-Man. Sometime in the twentyfirst century, God-Man would rise throughout civilizations on
Earth. “Isn’t God-Man the perfect specimen?” I asked
rhetorically in the dark while lying in bed. “He’s our final
evolution. What beauty and power he possesses! Ordinary
people will become millionaires…some will become billionaires.
They’ll experience superior love and spectacular sex. Neothink®
will make them creative geniuses.”
While lying in the dark, I pondered how three thousand years
ago, man advanced from the bicameral nature-controlled mentality
into human consciousness. Soon, I knew we would advance
again, from human consciousness to a new Neothink® mentality.
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I now knew exactly what we would become: God-Man — the
highest life form on Earth, the next evolution of man. The First
Insight after my Twelve Neothink® Visions showed me exactly
what the God-Man would be like.
For seventeen years, I had worked on the God-Man
hypothesis. I built the hypothesis upon the lifetime works of
two scientists: 1) Dr. Julian Jaynes, a renown professor at
Princeton University, who solved the missing link in all theories
of human evolution with his discovery of the bicameral man who
lived 3000 years ago, and 2) Dr. Frank R. Wallace, a Senior
Research Scientist for Du Pont, who advanced and went beyond
Jaynes’ discovery with the Neo-Tech Discovery. Wallace’s
discovery identified a “glitch” in human consciousness, which
opened the way for knowing the next evolution of man. In my
hypothesis, I demonstrate that this “glitch” of human consciousness
blocks our next evolution into God-Man. (Dr. Wallace’s NeoTech Discovery opened the door for my discovery and
development of Neothink®.)
My First Insight after my Twelve Neothink® Visions finally
showed me the God-Man. Out of this Insight came turnkey
techniques so you can personally “jump” to the much more
competitive God-Man. Here lies the secret to gaining god-like
power as you eliminate the bicameral “glitch” and advance into
the new Neothink® mentality of God-Man.
To bring this Insight together for you, I am going to take
you through some of my seventeen-year development of the GodMan hypothesis. From there, you will be able to see what I
saw during my First Insight.
The God-Man hypothesis starts with Jaynes’ discovery of the
bicameral man who lived 3000 years ago and who made an
evolutionary “jump” from an automatic animal mentality to our
cognitive human mentality, solving the missing-link riddle. Over
the next fifteen pages is Dr. Wallace’s revelation and
advancement of Dr. Jaynes’ fascinating discovery. 1
1

When Dr. Wallace wrote the following award-winning paper in 1980 that
reviewed then reached beyond Jaynes’ book, the bicameral man was a
new and controversial hypothesis. Today, however, Jaynes’ bicameral-man
hypothesis is increasingly accepted by the scientific community. (Dr. Wallace’s
paper that follows was edited by Mark Hamilton for this publication, with
Dr. Wallace’s permission.)
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Our Amazing Bicameral Past
(God-Like Power)
A person could make an excellent bet by wagering a hundred
ounces of gold bullion that Julian Jaynes’ book The Origin of
Consciousness in the Breakdown of the Bicameral Mind will
someday rank among the five most important books written
during the second millennium. The discovery of the bicameral
mind solves the missing-link problem that has defied all previous
theories of human evolution.
Dr. Jaynes discovered that until 3000 years ago essentially
all human beings were void of consciousness. Consciousness
versus unconsciousness is not defined here as awake versus
asleep, or aware versus knocked out. Consciousness is defined
as modern man’s awareness of himself, his subjective thoughts
and feelings, his subjective choices and self-determined interaction
with the world around him versus mere automatic reactions to
external stimuli as with all other animals, including man until
about 3000 years ago.
Until the first millennium BC, man along with all other
primates functioned by mimicked or learned reactions. But,
because of his much larger, more complex brain, man was able
to develop a coherent language beginning about 8000 B.C. In
effect, human beings were super-intelligent but automatically
reacting animals who could communicate by talking. That
communication enabled human beings to cooperate closely to
build societies, even thriving civilizations.
Still, like all other animals, man functioned almost entirely
by an automatic guidance system that was void of consciousness.
Ten thousand years ago, man’s neurological guidance system
incorporated his superior phenomenon of speech: man’s
neurological instructions amazingly took the form of automatic,
audio commands in his own mind known today as audio
hallucinations.
Those audio hallucinations came from
neurological instructions triggered in the right hemisphere of the
brain and transmitted as “heard” voices of “the gods” in the left
hemisphere of the brain (the bicameral or two-chamber mind).
Whereas the cat would automatically run from danger, bicameral
man would hear a voice in his head from his god saying, “Run,
run away!”
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Ironically, this advanced guidance system based on speech
carried its own death sentence as it allowed civilizations to thrive
to such new heights that the complexities went beyond the
capacity of an automatic, neurological guidance system designed
by nature. About 1000 BC, whole civilizations began collapsing
as the “voices” became confused, contradictory, or just plain
vanished. Man was forced to invent consciousness or a selfdetermining (versus automatically reacting) way of using his mind
to become his own guide and god to survive in the collapsing
bicameral civilizations.
Jaynes eliminated the missing link in the evolution of man by
discovering that consciousness or the self-determining way of using
the mind was never intended by nature — consciousness was
invented by man. (Later you will see close parallels to our
upcoming “jump” into the much more competitive God-Man.)
The major components of Jaynes’s discovery are:
• All civilizations before 1000 B.C. — such as Assyria, Babylonia,
Mesopotamia, pharaonic Egypt — were built, inhabited, and
ruled by automatically reacting, unconscious people.
• Ancient writings such as the Iliad and the early books of the
Old Testament were composed by unconscious minds that
automatically recorded and objectively reported both real and
imagined events. The transition to subjective and introspective writings of the conscious mind occurred in later works
such as the Odyssey and the newer books of the Old
Testament.
• Ancient people learned to speak, read, write, as well as carry
out daily life, work, and the professions all while remaining
unconscious throughout their lives. Being unconscious, they
never experienced guilt, never practiced deceit, and were not
responsible for their actions. They had no way to determine
their actions; they were automatically reacting animals. They,
like any other animal, had no concept of guilt, deception,
evil, justice, philosophy, history, or the future. They could
not introspect and had no internal idea of themselves. They
had no subjective sense of time or space and had no memories
as we know them. They were unconscious and innocent.
They were guided by “voices” or strong impressions in their
bicameral minds — unconscious minds structured for nature’s
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automatic survival.
• The development of human consciousness began about 3000
years ago when the automatic bicameral mind began breaking
down under the mounting stresses of its inadequacy to find
workable solutions in increasingly complex societies. The
hallucinated voices became more and more confused,
contradictory, and destructive.
• Man was forced to invent and develop consciousness in order
to survive as his hallucinating voices no longer provided
adequate guidance for survival.
• Today, after 3000 years, most people retain remnants of the
bicameral guidance system in the form of mysticism and the
desire for external authority.
• Except for schizophrenics, people today no longer hallucinate
the voices that guided bicameral man. Yet, most people are
at least partly influenced and are sometimes driven by the
remnants of the bicameral man as they seek, to varying
degrees, automatic guidance from “voices” of others or
external “authorities”.
• All religions are rooted in the unconscious bicameral mind that
is obedient to the “voices” of external “authorities” —
obedient to the “voice” of God, gods, rulers, and leaders.
• The discovery that consciousness was never a part of nature’s
evolutionary scheme (but was invented by man) eliminates
the missing-link puzzle in human evolution.
• Essentially all religious and most political ideas survive through
those vestiges of the obsolete bicameral mind. The bicameral
mind seeks omniscient truth and automatic guidance from
external “authorities” such as political or spiritual leaders —
or other “authoritarian” sources such as manifested in idols,
astrologists, gurus — as well as most lawyers, most
psychiatrists and psychologists, certain professors, some
doctors, most journalists and TV anchormen.
The idea of civilizations consisting entirely of unconscious,
automatic-reacting people and the idea of man bypassing nature
to invent his own consciousness initially seems incredible. But
as Jaynes documents his evidence in a reasoned and detached
manner, the existence of two minds in all human beings becomes
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increasingly evident: (1) the obsolete, unconscious (bicameral)
mind that seeks guidance from external “authorities” for important
thoughts and decisions, especially under stressed or difficult
conditions; and (2) the newly invented conscious mind that
bypasses external “authorities” and provides thoughts and
guidance generated from one’s own mind. …Understanding
Jaynes’ discoveries unlocks the 10,000 year-old secret of
controlling the actions of people through their bicameral minds.
What evidence does Jaynes present to support his discoveries?
After defining consciousness, he systematically presents his
evidence to prove that man was unconscious until 3000 years
ago when the bicameral civilizations collapsed and individuals
began inventing consciousness in order to survive. Jaynes’s proof
begins with the definition of consciousness:
Defining and Understanding Consciousness (God-Like Power)
Julian Jaynes defines both what consciousness is and what
it is not. After speculating on its location, he demonstrates that
consciousness itself has no physical location, but rather is a
particular organization of the mind and a specific way of using
the brain. Jaynes then demonstrates that consciousness is only
a small part of mental activity and is not necessary for concept
formation, learning, thinking, or even reasoning. He illustrates
how all those mental functions can be performed automatically
and unconsciously. Furthermore, consciousness does not
contribute to and often hinders the execution of learned skills
such as speaking, listening, writing, reading — as well as skills
involving music, art, and athletics. Thus, if major human actions
and skills can function automatically and without consciousness,
those same actions and skills can be controlled or driven by
external influences, “authorities”, or “voices” emanating under
conditions described later in this review. …But first an
understanding of consciousness is important:
Consciousness requires metaphors (i.e., referring to one thing
in order to better understand or describe another thing — such
as the head of an army, table, page, household, nail).
Consciousness also requires analog models (i.e., thinking of a
map of California, for example, in order to visualize the entire,
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physical state of California). Thinking in metaphors and analog
models creates the mind space and mental flexibility needed to
bypass those automatic, bicameral processes.
The bicameral thinking process functions only in concrete
terms and narrow, here-and-now specifics. But the conscious
thinking process generates an infinite array of subjective
perceptions that permit ever broader understanding and better
decisions.
Metaphors of “me” and analog models of “I” allow
consciousness to function through introspection and selfvisualization. In turn, consciousness expands by creating more
and more metaphors and analog models. That expanding
consciousness allows a person to “see” and understand the
relationship between himself and the world with increasing
accuracy and clarity. As he becomes more and more aware of
himself and his interaction with the world, he gains control of
his actions, makes decisions, and discovers self-determination.
Consciousness is a conceptual, metaphor-generated analog
world that parallels the actual world. Man, therefore, could not
invent consciousness until he developed a language sophisticated
enough to produce metaphors and analog models.
The genus Homo began about two million years ago.
Rudimentary oral languages developed from 70,000 B.C. to about
8000 B.C. Written languages began about 3000 B.C. and
gradually developed into syntactical structures capable of
generating metaphors and analog models. Only at that point
could man invent and experience consciousness.
Jaynes shows that man’s early writings (hieroglyphics,
hiertatic, and cuneiform) reflect a mentality totally different from
our own. They reflect a nonmetaphoric, unconscious mentality.
Jaynes also shows that the Iliad, which evolved as a sung poem
about 1000 B.C., contains little if any conscious thought. The
characters in the Iliad (e.g., Achilles, Agamemnon, Hector, Helen)
act unconsciously in initiating all their major actions and
decisions through “voices”, and all speak in hexameter rhythms
(as often do modern-day schizophrenics when hallucinating).
Hexameter rhythms are characteristic of the rhythmically
automatic functionings of the right-hemisphere brain. Moreover,
the Iliad is entirely about action…about the acts and
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consequences of Achilles, always reacting to the world and the
gods around him. The Iliad never mentions subjective thoughts
or the contents of anyone’s mind. The language is unconscious
— an objective reporting of facts that are concrete bound and
void of introspection and abstract thought.
With a conscious mind, man can introspect; he can debate
with himself; he can become his own god, voice, and decision
maker. But before the invention of consciousness, the mind
functioned bicamerally: the right hemisphere (the poetic, godbrain) hallucinated audio instructions to the left hemisphere (the
analytical, man-brain), especially in unusual or stressful situations.
Essentially, man’s brain today is physically identical to the
ancient bicameral brain; but with his invention of consciousness,
he can now choose to integrate the functions of the left and right
hemispheres and be his own authority.
Beginning about 9000 B.C. — as oral languages developed
— routine or habitual tasks became increasingly standardized.
The hallucinating voices for performing those basic tasks,
therefore, became increasingly similar among groups of people.
The collectivization of “voices” allowed more and more people
to cooperate and function together through their bicameral minds.
The leaders spoke to the “gods” and used the “voices” to lead
the masses in cooperative unison. And that cooperation allowed
nomadic hunting tribes to gradually organize into stationary, foodproducing societies. The continuing development of oral language
and the increasing collectivization of bicameral minds allowed
towns and eventually cities to form and flourish.
The bicameral mind, however, became increasingly inadequate
for guiding human actions as societies continued to grow in size
and complexity. By about 1000 B.C., the bicameral mind had
become so inadequate that man’s social structures began
collapsing. Under threat of extinction, man invented a new way
of using his brain that allowed him to solve the much more
complex problems needed to survive — he invented a new
organization of the mind called consciousness.
With consciousness, man now became his own executor, his
own god, and now controlled his actions and became aware of
his past and future. With consciousness, man became aware of
himself, his life, his feelings. A whole new world opened up
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to him as his life now had meaning and value…and direction.
He could now establish goals and feel the unique ecstasy of selfdetermination and accomplishment. Man, in essence, went from
an automatically reacting animal to a fully conscious human
being, just as we are today. The thrill for life — a dynamic
conscious life — had to be spectacular to those pioneers who
overcame their fears and embraced the new world that opened
up to them. …Similarly today, we are at the threshold of
embracing, again, a spectacular new world as we discover the
Neothink® mentality. But first…
The Development of Consciousness (God-Like Power)
Dr. Jaynes shows through abundant archaeological, historical,
and biological evidence that the towns, cities, and societies from
9000 B.C. to 1000 B.C. were established and developed by
unconscious people. Those societies formed and grew through
common hallucinating voices attributed to gods, rulers, and the
dead — to external “authorities”. Various external symbols that
“spoke” (such as graves, idols, and statues) helped to reinforce
and expand the authority of those common “voices”. And those
“voices” continued to expand their reach through increasingly
visible and awe-inspiring symbols such as tombs, temples, colossi,
and pyramids.
But as those unconscious societies became more complex and
increasingly intermingled through trade and wars, the “voices”
became mixed and contradictory. With the “voices” becoming
muddled, their effectiveness in guiding people diminished.
Rituals and importunings became ever more intense and elaborate
in attempts to evoke clearer “voices” and better guidance. The
development of writing and the permanent recording of
instructions and laws during the second millennium B.C. further
weakened the authority and effectiveness of hallucinated voices.
As the “voices” lost their effectiveness, they began falling silent.
And without authoritarian “voices” to guide and control its
people, those societies suddenly began collapsing with no external
cause.
As the bicameral mind broke down and societies collapsed,
individuals one by one began inventing consciousness to make
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decisions needed to survive in the mounting anarchy and chaos.
During the chaotic cataclysms of the collapsing civilizations,
during which entire populations were wiped out, the bicameral
man would, for example, automatically fight a band of men
plundering his home and raping his spouse — his automatic
reaction to external stimuli — even though his gallant fight would
mean certain death for him and his family. The newly conscious
man, however, might smile passively on the outside — while
planning his revenge in his mind — and later that night visit
the bedsides of his sleeping enemies to end their lives and save
his own. The conscious man, who could separate himself from
the objective world to subjectively determine his actions, greatly
increased his advantages for survival over the bicameral man.
On making conscious and volitional decisions, man for the
first time became responsible for his actions. Also, for shortrange advantages and easy power, conscious man began
discovering and using deceit and treachery — behaviors not
possible from unconscious, bicameral minds. (Before inventing
consciousness, man was as guiltless and amoral as any other
animal since he had no volitional choice in following his
automatic guidance system of hallucinated voices.)
As the “voices” fell silent, man began contriving religions
and prayers in his attempts to communicate with the departed
gods. Jaynes shows how man developed the concept of worship,
heaven, angels, demons, exorcism, sacrifice, divination, omens,
sortilege, augury in his attempts to evoke guidance from the gods
— from external “authorities”.
All such quests for external “authority” hark back to the
breakdown of the hallucinating bicameral mind — to the silencing
and celestialization of the once “vocal” and earthly gods.
Much direct evidence for the breakdown of the bicameral
mind and the development of consciousness comes from writings
scribed between 1300 B.C. and 300 B.C. Those writings
gradually shift from unconscious, objective reports to conscious,
subjective expressions that reflect introspection. The jump from
the unconscious writing of the Iliad to the conscious writing of
the Odyssey (composed perhaps a century later) is dramatically
obvious. That radical difference between the Iliad and the
Odyssey is, incidentally, further evidence that more than one poet
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composed the Homeric epics.
The transition from the unconscious Iliad to the conscious
Odyssey marks man’s break with his 8000-year-old hallucinatory
guidance system. By the sixth century B.C., written languages
began reflecting conscious ideas of morality and justice similar
to those reflected today.
The Old Testament of the Bible also illustrates the transition
from the unconscious writing of its earlier books (such as Amos,
circa 750 B.C.) to the fully conscious writing of its later books
(such as Ecclesiastes, circa 350 B.C.). Amid that transition, the
book of Samuel records the first known suicide — an act that
requires consciousness. And the book of Deuteronomy illustrates
the conflict between the bicameral mind and the conscious mind.
Likewise, the transition to consciousness is observed in other
parts of the world: Chinese literature moved from bicameral
unconsciousness to subjective consciousness about 500 B.C. with
the writings of Confucius. And in India, literature shifted to
subjective consciousness around 400 B.C. with the Upanishadic
writings.
American Indians, however, never developed the sophisticated,
metaphorical languages needed to develop full consciousness. As
a result, their mentalities were probably bicameral when they first
encountered the European explorers. For example, with little or
no conscious resistance, the Incas allowed the Spanish “white
gods” to dominate, plunder, and slaughter them.
The Bicameral Mind in Today’s World (God-Like Power)
Dr. Jaynes identifies many vestiges of the bicameral mentality
that exist today. The most obvious vestige is religion and its
symbols. Ironically, early Christianity with its teachings of Jesus
was an attempt to shift religion from the outmoded bicameral
and celestial mind of Moses to the newly conscious and earthly
mind of man. Christianity then discovered a devastatingly
effective tool for authoritarian control — guilt. Indeed, guilt not
only worked on conscious minds, but required conscious minds
to be effective.
Despite religion, conscious minds caused the gradual shifts
from governments of gods to governments of men and from
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divine laws to secular laws. Still, the vestiges of the bicameral
mind combined with man’s longing for guidance produced
churches, prophets, oracles, sibyls, diviners, cults, mediums,
astrologers, saints, idols, demons, tarot cards, seances, Ouija
boards, glossolalia, fuhrers, ayatollahs, popes, peyote, Jonestown,
born-agains.
Jaynes shows how such external “authorities” exist only
through the remnants of the bicameral mind. Moreover, he
reveals a four-step paradigm that can reshuffle susceptible minds
back into hallucinating, bicameral mentalities. The ancient Greeks
used a similar paradigm to reorganize or reprogram the minds
of uneducated peasant girls into totally bicameral mentalities so
they could become oracles and give advice through hallucinated
voices — voices that would rule the world (e.g., the oracle at
Delphi). …Today, people who deteriorate into schizophrenic
psychoses follow similar paradigms.
A common thread united most oracles, sibyls, prophets, and
demon-possessed people: Almost all were illiterate, all believed
in spirits, and all could readily retrieve the bicameral mind.
Today, however, retrieval of the bicameral mind is schizophrenic
insanity. Also, today, as throughout history, a symptomatic cure
for “demon-possessed” people involves exorcising rituals that let
a more powerful “authority” or god replace the “authority” of
the demon. The New Testament, for example, shows that Jesus
and his disciples became effective exorcists by substituting one
“authority” (their god) for another “authority” (another god or
demon).
As the voices of the oracles became confused and nonsensical,
their popularity waned. In their places, idolatry revived and then
flourished. But as Christianity became a popular source of
external “authority”, Christian zealots began physically destroying
all competing idols. They then built their own idols and symbols
to reinforce the external “authority” of Christianity.
Among today’s vestiges of the bicameral mentality is the
born-again movement that seeks external guidance. Such vestiges
dramatize man’s resistance to use his own invention of
consciousness to guide his life.
The chanting cadence of poetry and the rhythmic beat of
music are also rooted in the bicameral mentality. In ancient
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writings, the hallucinated voices of the gods were always in
poetic verse, usually in dactylic hexameter and sometimes in
rhyme or alliteration — all characteristic of right-brain
functionings. The oracles and prophets also spoke in verse. And
today schizophrenics often speak in verse when they hallucinate.
Poetry and chants can have authoritarian or commanding beats
and rhythms that can effectively block consciousness. Poetry is
the language of the gods — it is the language of the artistic,
right-hemispheric brain. Plato recognized poetry as a divine
madness.
Most poetry and songs have an abruptly changing or a
discontinuous pitch. Normal speech, on the other hand, has a
smoothly changing pitch. Jaynes demonstrates that reciting
poetry, singing, and playing music are right-brain functions, while
speaking is a left-brain function. That is why people with speech
impediments can often sing, chant, or recite poetry with flawless
clarity. Conversely, almost anyone trying to sing a conversation
will find his words quickly deteriorating into a mass of
inarticulate cliches.
Likewise, listening to music and poetry is a right-brain
function. And music, poetry, or chants that project authority with
loud or rhythmic beats can suppress left-brain functions to
temporarily relieve anxiety or a painfully troubled consciousness.
Jaynes goes on to show phenomena such as hypnosis,
acupuncture, and déjà vu also function through vestiges of the
bicameral mind. And he demonstrates how hypnosis steadily
narrows the sense of self, time, space, and introspection as
consciousness shrinks and the mind reverts to a bicameral type
organization. Analogously, bicameral and schizophrenic minds
have little or no sense of self, time, space or introspection. The
hypnotized mind is urged to obey the voice of the hypnotist; the
bicameral mind is compelled to obey the “voices” of “authority”
or gods. By sensing oneself functioning in the narrow-scope,
unaware state of hypnosis, gives one an idea of functioning in
the narrow-scope, unaware state of bicameral man.
Jaynes also identifies how modern quests for external
“authority” are linked to the bicameral mind. Many such quests
use science to seek authority in the laws of nature. In fact,
today, science is surpassing the waning institutional religions as
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a major source of external “authority”. And rising from the
vestiges of the bicameral mind are an array of scientisms
(pseudoscientific doctrines, faiths, and cults) that select various
natural or scientific facts to subvert into apocryphal, authoritarian
doctrines. That subversion is accomplished by using facts out
of context to fit promulgated beliefs. Such mystical scientisms
include astrology, ESP, Scientology, Christian Science and other
“science” churches, I Ching, behaviorism, sensitivity training,
mind control, meditation, hypnotism, cryonics, as well as various
nutritional, health, and medical fads.
Today the major worldwide sources of external “authority”
are the philosophical doctrines of religion (plus the other forms
of mysticism and “metaphysics”) combined with political
doctrines such as Fascism, Marxism, and Maoism. All such
doctrines demand the surrender of the individual’s ego (sense of
self or “I”) to a collective, obedient faith toward the “authority”
of those doctrines. In return, those doctrines offer automatic
answers and life-time guidance from which faithful followers can
survive without the responsibility or effort of using their own
consciousnesses. Thus, all political systems represent a regression
into mysticism — from conscious man back to bicameral man.
Despite their constant harm to everyone, most modern-day
external “authorities” thrive by using the following two-step
technique to repress consciousness and activate the bicameral
mind in their victims.
1. First man is made to feel guilty. He is condemned for
having lost his “innocence” by inventing consciousness. He is
condemned for assuming the responsibility to use his own mind
to guide his life. He is condemned for exchanging his automatic,
bicameral life for a volitional, conscious life…condemned for
exchanging his nature-given bicameral mind for a superior, maninvented conscious mind.
2. Then man is offered automatic solutions to problems and
guidance through life into an “effortless” Garden of Eden or a
utopian hereafter if he exchanges his own invented consciousness
for faith in external “authority” — bicameral faith in some leader,
doctrine, or god. He is offered the “reward” of escaping the
self-responsibility to make one’s own decisions and to guide one’s
own life. But for that “reward”, he must renounce his own mind
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to follow someone else’s mind or wishes disguised as the “truth”
promulgated by some external “authority” or higher power.
But in reality, no valid external “authority” or higher power
can exist or ever has existed. Valid authority evolves only from
one’s own independent, conscious mode of thinking. When that
fact is fully realized, man will emerge completely from his
bicameral past and move into a future that accepts individual
consciousness as the only authority. …Man will then fully evolve
into a prosperous, happy individual who has assumed full
responsibility for his own thinking and life.
Still, the resistance to self-responsibility is formidable. The
bicameral mentality grips those seeking “authorities” for guidance.
Those who accept external “authority” allow government officials,
religious leaders, faith, homilies, cliches, one-liners, slogans, the
familiar, habits, and feelings to guide their actions. Throughout
history, billions of people unnecessarily submit through their
bicameral tendencies to the illusionary, external “authorities” of
government and religion. And that submission is always done
at a net loss to everyone’s well being and happiness.
Despite the great advantages in using the man-invented
conscious mode of thinking, most people today depend to various
degrees on their automatic bicameral mentality and external
“authorities” to make their decisions for them. Most people
search for “sure-thing” guidance from “higher authorities”, rather
than using their own consciousness for making decisions and
determining their actions. In their search for automatic guidance,
they seek automatic answers from religion, politics, idols, leaders,
gurus, cults, astrology, fads, drugs, feelings, even psychiatrists.
Most people’s bicameral tendencies seek outside sources that will
tell them how to think and act. External “authorities” exploit
the automatic bicameral minds in the masses by setting
themselves up as “authorities” for influencing or controlling that
bicameral mentality seeking external guidance. Bicameral
mentalities avoid human self-responsibility by seeking and
obeying external decision makers.
Neo-Tech (explained during your seventh month as a member)
signals the end of the 10,000-year reign of authoritarian
institutions. Neo-Tech also marks the beginning of a new era
of individual consciousness during which people will increasingly
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act on the authority of their own brains. That movement toward
self-responsibility will increasingly weaken the influences of
external or mystical “authorities” such as government and
religion. But more important, Neo-Tech opens the door today
to an entirely new and much more powerful way of using the
mind called Neothink®, with which all human life can evolve into
abiding prosperity and happiness.
To some, the implications of Neo-Tech will be frightening,
even terrifying. To others, the implications will be electrifying
and liberating, perhaps similar to what the early pioneers into
consciousness felt. …The implications of Neo-Tech are that each
individual is solely responsible for his or her own life —
responsible for making the effort required to guide one’s own
life through one’s own consciousness. No automatic, effortless
route to knowledge or guidance exists.
No valid external “authority” exists that one can automatically
live by. To live effectively, an individual must let only the
authority of his own consciousness guide his activities. All
consistently competent people have learned to act on reality —
not on their feelings or someone else’s feelings or doctrines. An
individual must accept the responsibility to guide his own life.
He must constantly exert the effort needed to identify reality
through his own consciousness in order to live competently and
happily.
People knowledgeable about Neo-Tech have the tools to
outcompete all others who act on their bicameral tendencies.
Equally important, people knowledgeable about Neo-Tech have
the tools to control their own lives and destinies, free from
crippling mysticism and harmful external “authorities”.
Now you can identify the bicameral elements of any statement
or action by anyone or any group, for example, church,
government, media, politician, priest, businessman, doctor, friend,
parent, spouse, self. Armed with Neo-Tech, you can free yourself
from the control or influence of mysticism and external
“authority”. Sometime in the twenty-first century, Neo-Tech and
Neothink® will have eliminated all vestiges of the bicameral
mentality — all external “authorities” ruling over us.
Without the bicameral mentality, external “authorities” will
wither and vanish, for they have no validity except that which
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is granted to them by our bicameral mentalities. With political
and religious influences disappearing, the mechanisms for
“authorities” to harm individuals and wage wars will also
disappear. Thus, if civilization is prospering well-into the twentyfirst century, Jaynes’s discovery along with the discoveries of
Neo-Tech and Neothink® will have contributed to that prosperity
by ending the symbiotic, mystical relationships of bicameral
mentalities with authoritarian societies, which now hold nuclear
weapons. Such mystical relationships would sooner or later cause
the annihilation of any civilization.
If our civilization is flourishing well into the twenty-first
century, rational human consciousness will have eliminated the
bicameral glitch and its external “authorities” through Neo-Tech
and Neothink®. And without external “authorities”, governments
and their wars will be impossible. Best of all, without external
“authorities”, no one will be forcibly controlled, impeded, or
drained by others. There will be no ruling class. Then, the
people will discover their true power and finally unleash their
human potential.
That completes Dr. Wallace’s award-winning expansion of Dr.
Jaynes’ discovery of the bicameral man. Now, I will reveal our
future based on the God-Man hypothesis. I built this hypothesis
upon Dr. Jaynes’ Bicameral Man Discovery, Dr. Wallace’s NeoTech Discovery, and my Neothink® Discovery. I weaved some
passages from Dr. Wallace’s Neo-Tech Discovery in and out of
pages 615-633.

Our Amazing Neothink® Future
(God-Like Power)
Julian Jaynes showed us that 3000 years ago, human nature
was split in two, an executive part called a god, and a follower
part called a man. All along, the gods were really in man’s own
mind. When bicameral man made the jump into consciousness,
he unknowingly and with undoubtedly much trepidation and
uncertainty, became one with God. (My Second Insight showed
me that the teachings of Jesus actually attempted to show the
bicameral peasants how to become conscious).
Now, as bicameral man made the leap into human
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consciousness, the imagined gods were replaced with man’s own
authority and decision making. As demonstrated by the
extraordinary Greek philosophers and scientists just a few hundred
years after the species-threatening, cataclysmic collapse of the
bicameral civilizations, man was by now aggressively evolving
toward his destiny of God-Man. Man was discovering the
immense power of his own mind as its own authority, thinker,
decision maker; he was evolving toward the powerful Neothink®
mentality, which is consciousness in its pure state…not diseased
with mutations of the bicameral mentality, explained throughout
the remaining First Insight.
But, before humanity could secure the pure state of
consciousness (the Neothink® mentality) and complete its final
evolution into God-Man, the ruling-class elites used the ultimate
divide-and-rule ploy that took away man’s immense power of his
own mind as its own authority and reversed the course of
humanity. Breaking away man’s executive part or his own
authority tragically began with the writings of Greek philosopher
Plato and culminated in Christianity during the Dark Ages. The
Church divided God-Man into God (the executive) in Heaven and
man (the follower) on Earth. 1 Then, the ruling-class elites
proceeded to rule man “in the name of God” for a self-serving
millennium. Of course, the power of man was lost for a
thousand years to the Dark Ages, and actually for 2400 years if
we reach back to the Greek philosopher Plato. In short, the
ruling class caused the fading bicameral mentality to mutate and
infect the new conscious mentality. That debilitating infection
of the conscious mind stopped our natural evolution into GodMan 2400 years ago. Moreover, that infection of the conscious
mind or that “glitch” of human consciousness has blocked our
evolution into the much more prosperous God-Man ever since.
Today’s political structures are also mutations of the bicameral
mentality and a continuation of external authority ruling over
man. But that will soon change. Twenty-four-hundred years
after the Greeks nearly evolved into God-Man, we will finally
resume and complete our final evolution. God and Man will
1

The Second Insight takes the reader through the leap into human
consciousness and demonstrates the Plato/St. Augustine reversal that
blocked our leap into the God-Man mentality, until now.
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unite as one with our coming evolution into God-Man. The
immense power of man’s mind as its own authority and ruler
will be launched; the real gods will emerge — as you and me.
God-Man will appear as gods with a higher consciousness to
those not yet evolved. Our god-like power will be acquired
through consciousness in its pure state, called the Neothink®
mentality.
Neothink® (God-Like Power)
Neothink® is a new way of using the mind. It is the mind
of tomorrow.
Neothink ® comes from removing mental
dependency on external “authority”. Neothink® leaves behind
mutated, bicameral mentalities infecting today’s conscious mind
by exerting hard thought to understand reality. The presence of
the obsolete bicameral mind makes the conscious mind impotent
as it waits in a passive stupor for external guidance to tell it
what to do and how to act.
As Neothink ® breaks apart and removes more and more
bicameral programming, passed down like a computer virus for
2400 years, the conscious mind becomes very potent as it no
longer waits to be guided. Instead, on its own, it integrates
knowledge more and more widely, building bigger and bigger
mental puzzles that reveal never-before-seen puzzle-pictures,
bringing it escalating power not known to the ordinary mind
today. As the mind breaks free of grooved-in bicameral
behavioral patterns, the mind releases a whole new potential of
unlimited wide integrations with unlimited power. That brandnew way of using the mind, activating its limitless capacity, is
called Neothink®. Through the process of using Neothink®, the
limitless capacity of the human mind comes to ordinary people.
Ordinary people can then make explosive advancements of human
knowledge, on a regular basis. They will one by one grow into
wealthy geniuses.
When the ordinary person’s mind evolves into Neothink®, then
as you will see, he becomes God-Man.
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God-Man (God-Like Power)
What exactly is God-Man? To get an idea, let us look at a
few early pioneers using Neothink®:
Four and a half centuries ago, when scientists looked into the
night sky, they would say they saw the stars moving across the
sky, circling our Earth, which they said was at the center of the
Universe. One person, however, broke from that churchapproved, literal above/below Heaven-and-Hell traditional view.
He said he saw everything in orbital motion, including Earth.
He said the Sun was at the center of the Universe, not Earth.
That person made a revolutionary advancement of scientific
knowledge that restarted the engines of new scientific knowledge
after a 1400-year silence. His discovery pulled the world out
of the ruinous remains of the Dark Ages, fueled the Renaissance,
and led to Newtonian Physics and the Age of Reason. That
scientist had broken through to the next level with Neothink®.
His name was Nicolaus Copernicus.
Ninety years ago, car companies manufactured and sold a few
thousand cars, at most, per year. Suddenly, one car company
manufactured and sold thirty-two thousand cars in a single year,
sixty-nine thousand cars the year after, and one-hundred-andseventy thousand cars the year after that! Ten years later, that
car company was manufacturing and selling over a million cars
per year. That one car company took manufacturing and
marketing of cars from a few thousand a year to over a million.
The owner, who never completed high school, made a
revolutionary advancement of industrial knowledge that started
the engines of mass production and made America the economic
giant of the world for generations to come. He had broken
through to the next level with Neothink®. His name was Henry
Ford.
Today, people throughout the computer industry are making
revolutionary advancements of knowledge that have brought us
the information/communication revolution and brought us to the
edge of a great Technological Revolution. Those geniuses have
broken through to the next level with Neothink®, which is why
computer buying power has multiplied 1000 times in a few years.
Today, Neothink® not only makes its beholder rich, but radically
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increases the buying power of his beneficiaries — the consumers.
The person who jumps wholly into the Neothink® mentality
becomes God-Man. Through Neothink®, God-Man has the ability
to see to the next level, beyond what exists today. The human
mind today works in a following mode — following leaders,
idols, politicians, clergymen, automatic feelings, upper
management, a routine. Indeed, deeply embedded in our psyches
is the mental structure of following, a remnant of the bicameral
mind. Tomorrow our psyches will integrate knowledge and not
follow external authority. Thus, we will break free from our
routine ruts.
God-Man does not follow. He or she looks around for more
and more information to snap together (i.e., to integrate) into
growing puzzles that reveal never-before-seen puzzle-pictures such
as Copernicus’s heliocentric cosmos, Ford’s assembly line, and
the computer’s super-rapid progress (no waiting for generations
for change there). Using an advanced Neothink® mentality, GodMan routinely makes major breakthroughs. Mankind experiences
rapidly rising standards of living.
Whereas consciousness is achieved through generating
metaphors and analog models, Neothink® is achieved through
building mental puzzles that take human knowledge to the next
level. Without Neothink®, major discoveries never occur. With
Neothink®, major discoveries routinely occur.
After 10,000 years of a deep-rooted following mode, man’s
mind is changing. We can see the signs of change all around
us today, from the quantum leaps in the computer/information
industry to people’s growing damnation of the politician in
particular. People are getting close to making the switch — from
today’s following mind to tomorrow’s integrating mind. GodMan is his own authority no longer looking toward external
authorities to follow. He is the “higher consciousness” people
have always searched for.
When our final evolution into God-Man happens, major
advancements will come to us in all fields of knowledge, as has
been the case in the computer/information world. Soon you
personally could change the world. …Perhaps once, years ago,
you thought you could someday change the world. Now today,
with Neothink®, you can change the world. Tomorrow, everyone
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can. And what a world that will be! As you know, certain
people have been able to break through to something never seen
or done before. When they did, they forever changed the world
for the better as did Copernicus and Ford…forerunners to GodMan. Of course, nowadays, the part-time Neothink® users such
as Bill Gates make millions or billions. And, this phenomenon
is happening more and more frequently in this generation, with
the computer and electronic industries, than any generation
before.
Those increasing numbers of persons with creative
breakthroughs that improve the world are forerunners to an
evolutionary leap soon to happen throughout the human race
called God-Man. Our world, once the evolution into God-Man
begins when everyone can change the world for the better, is
called the Twelve Visions World. The creativity pouring into
tomorrow’s Twelve Visions World will rapidly raise the average
standard of living toward that of millionaires. We saw a
microcosm of that millionaire buying power already in the
computer world. More and more forerunners to God-Man poured
their creativity into computer technology as buying power
multiplied a thousand times over. Indeed, God-Man makes
himself rich and the world around him rich with breathtaking
new values.
Soon, we will enter that new world. Consumers will have
the buying power of millionaires. This switch into God-Man is
going to bring beautiful Gifts to mankind. But you can still
“sneak in” ahead of the others by removing your bicameral
programming through exerting Neothink® in your life.
So, let us begin the process to go from a following mind to
an integrating mind. Let us begin our final evolution into GodMan, sometimes called the Neothink® Man. Let us start by
understanding what limits the mind today. Jaynes determined
that stress is the common denominator that triggers the voices
today in schizophrenics and before in bicameral man. Jaynes
also determined through biological studies that decision making
is the most prominent cause of stress. Therefore, important
decision making in bicameral man (e.g., to fight or flee) triggered
the voices for answers. Similarly today, people look toward
external authorities for answers to avoid making their own
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important decisions. Avoiding decision making today by seeking
external guidance or authority weakens one’s competence and is
called mysticism. Mysticism first appeared in Neanderthal man
50,000 years ago — perhaps as early as 200,000 years ago when
Neanderthal civilizations formed — as he mentally grappled with
the deaths and burials in his clan.1 Later, mysticism dominated
bicameral man’s search for answers, and mysticism has
dominated man’s search for answers ever since. But that will
soon change.
Mysticism (God-Like Power)
Mysticism here is defined as the bicameral mentality infecting
today’s conscious mind…or, more precisely, mutations of the
bicameral mentality infecting today’s conscious mentality like a
stubborn, resistant disease. Mysticism, or the bicameral mentality,
searches for answers from external nonreality, whether that be
imagined gods or illusion-creating politicians. The conscious
mind, by contrast, integrates reality.
The course of this disease called mysticism is one of
increasing attempts to avoid decision making, avoid integrating
reality, instead seeking external or automatic guidance. The
symptom of mysticism is jumbled or nonintegrated thinking —
acting on automatic feelings or on the external guidance of eager
leaders rather than the logic of reality in front of you, which
leads to mind-created “realities”. Those mind-created “realities”
are actually illusions crafted by ruling-class leaders or delusions
crafted by your own mind. The mind is a reality integrating
organ, not a reality creating device. Using the mind to create
“reality” (to serve a feeling or external authority) rather than
to identify and integrate reality (the job of the conscious mind)
is a disease — an epistemological disease that progressively
undermines one’s capacity to think, to identify reality, to live
competently. Using the mind to create “reality” is nonreality
or mysticism, which all began during the Bicameral Age.
Mysticism is also a collective disease that affects everyone
who looks toward others, or the group, or the leaders for
1

Transformations of Myth Through Time, Joseph Campbell.
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solutions to his or her own problems and responsibilities.
Mysticism infects our minds early in life, passed on to us
from our parents, educators, and the adult world around us.
Mysticism easily infects our conscious minds at a young age
because the adult world is 100% infected. Since the breakdown
of the bicameral mind 3000 years ago, the bicameral mentality
has mutated in a myriad of ways, infecting our conscious
mentality…no longer following imagined gods but following a
number of other authorities including political and religious
leaders, morality or activist leaders, media and entertainment
personalities, cults and clubs, the Establishment and the status
quo, a routine, even automatic impulses and impressions.
Mysticism is a disease of the mind that blocks integrated
thinking and brings stupidities through mind-created “realities”.
Instead of integrating reality, the mysticism-plagued mind waits
for external guidance from external authorities. Thus, mysticism
is also the door through which the ruling class enters our lives.
Then, they further manipulate our mysticisms to increasingly
assume authority over us and to justify or rationalize the use of
force, fraud, or dishonesty to usurp values from us, the producers.
In the end, the ruling class controls our lives and rules over us.
For example, politicians and the media generate mind-created
“realities” used to create false standards and guilt designed to
beguile us into surrendering our earned values, power, and
happiness to increased taxes and regulations.
Again, mysticism easily infects our conscious minds because
of the unbroken links still chaining us to bicameral man. In other
words, mysticism got passed on, generation after generation,
passing from adult minds to children’s minds like a computer
virus. The chain that kept us subservient to external authorities
never broke.
The Ruling Class (God-Like Power)
The parasitical ruling class thrives on the following-mode
bicameral mentality in others. The ruling class effectively
manipulates bicameral tendencies or mysticism in others. The
mutant bicameral mentality, mysticism, opens the door for
politicians, journalists, many academics, dishonest lawyers and
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judges to rule over us and drain our wealth and freedom. They
are professional parasites — a parasitical ruling class — and they
control your life. Today, people are easily controlled and
exploited because their deep-rooted mysticism seeks automatic
answers or guidance from external authorities telling them
what to do and how to live their lives.
Neo-Tech (God-Like Power)
Neo-Tech was discovered and developed by Dr. Wallace
(seventh month). Neo-Tech begets integrated thinking (the
opposite of a following mode). Dr. Wallace demonstrates one
must be honest with oneself to take the challenging road of
integrating reality. Seeking automatic or external guidance —
the path of least resistance that avoids integrating reality —
dominates the human psyche. Neo-Tech is a powerful tool for
exerting honesty and effort needed for integrated thinking.
Neo-Tech is an exercise of the mind that deprograms
mysticism. Neo-Tech removes illusions proliferated by the
parasitical ruling class. Neo-Tech puts an end to one’s bicameral
behavioral patterns and clears the way for expanding power,
money, and romantic love.
Neo-Tech is an ongoing process of exerting honesty needed
for integrating reality and making your own rational decisions.
Neo-Tech lets you know what is happening and what to do for
gaining honest advantages in all situations.1
Break the Chain (God-Like Power)
How, exactly, do you deprogram your mind of mysticism?
That bicameral-mentality mutation — that mind disease — has
been passed down for more than a hundred generations. What
could possibly break the chain?
Think back to when your child (assuming you have a child)
was a vulnerable, little one-year-old. When making decisions for
your child, you would think and act with your own mind. If you
1

The Neo-Tech Discovery is a collection of “new techniques” or “new
technology”, 114 powerful, overarching life-enhancing advantages
discovered by Dr. Frank R. Wallace and taught in the Neothink®
Society.
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did not know something, you would research it and find out.
When the mind is emotionally saturated with pure love,
actions taken in such a mental state come from you integrating
reality. Love is the only power on Earth strong enough to break
the chain — to end the virus of mysticism.
What is pure love? For now, just keep imagining the love
you felt for your child when he or she was little. You would
act solely for the best interest of your child, with an honesty
that overrode everything else including your own faults. You
would also think through situations instead of just following
authorities. You rose above lazy thinking; you rose up into
integrated thinking. Your pure love and protective passions for
your child lifted you above typical bicameral-like responses in
order to act for the well-being and protection of your precious
child.
Indeed, when filled with love, one naturally does not turn
responsibility over to someone else. Therefore, one does not
follow external authorities. Instead, one takes full responsibility
for what he loves. One thinks and integrates reality, just as he
would for his one-year-old child.
Your state of mind with your one-year-old child is that rare
state of both Neo-Tech (honesty) and Neothink® (self-leader).
Now, what if you could feel that same pure love and protective
passions for everything of value, everywhere you turn? Let us
look more closely at the power of pure love:
The Power of Pure Love (God-Like Power)
Only one kind of love exists, which is pure love. So, why
call it “pure” love instead of just “love”? I do that because of
something that seems like love but fools people, something like
fools gold is to gold, something I call fools love.
I also call that fools love: perverted love because what seems
like love devastates people’s lives. We have in this suppressed
anticivilization pure love and perverted “love”. In the Twelve
Visions World fools love or perverted love does not exist.
Pure love — think of your one-year-old child — brings with
it, as an integral part, something I call protective passions for
that value you love. Now, let us expand our horizons beyond
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your one-year-old child: Pure love and protective passions can
be applied to life (with priority always on conscious beings) and
that which benefits life. Pure love — the love for life and that
which benefits life — breaks out into three categories:
Pure Love and Protective Passions for…
1) Self and loved ones
2) Value creators and producers
3) Value creation and production — you do not know it yet,
but you will feel love and protection for innocent businesses as
you do now for innocent toddlers.
Fools love or perverted love, on the other hand, is caused
through illusions that seem like, even feel like, love. But that
so-called “love” (often unsuspectingly to the innocent person) is
for that which hurts life (especially hurts humans) and hurts that
which benefits life. Fools love comes by way of illusions,
mysticisms, dishonesties, and rationalizations often created and
spread by ruling-class elites. Perverted love — the “love” for
that which hurts life and hurts that which benefits life also breaks
out into three categories:
Perverted Love and Protective Passions for…
1) Something that hurts self or loved ones
2) Value destroyers
3) Value destruction — you do not know it yet, but (out of
protective passions for self, loved ones, value creators and value
creation in tomorrow’s Twelve Visions World) you will feel
toward politicians and regulatory bureaucrats as you do now
toward child molesters.
Perverted “love” or fools love will vanish as you read
through Superpuzzle (next month), which gets pure love into
your emotions and breaks the spell of the age-old illusions
of fools love.
Your Leap Into Neothink® (God-Like Power)
To jump to the Neothink® mentality, a person must sustain
integrated thinking long enough to build the puzzle pieces and
to snap together the puzzle-picture. And to jump to the God619
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Man, a person must become free of mysticism by permanently
sustaining the mental state of Neothink®.
When you understand the adult’s trap in the anticivilization
and its forces of nature (Vision Three in Neothink® Visions last
month), you realize how nearly impossible it is, if not impossible,
to achieve and sustain the human condition of Neothink®. So,
it is basically impossible to escape the anticivilization and become
the God-Man through sheer determination alone.
A missing ingredient is needed — the ingredient of love.
Why can love (i.e., pure love) save you from the suppressed
anticivilization and lift you to the God-Man whereas sheer
determination and discipline cannot? The reason goes back to
the forces of nature described last month in Vision Three. The
forces of nature keep us trapped in the anticivilization. Those
forces of nature, remember, come from survival pressures in a
system of nature. But man advanced beyond the system of nature
3000 years ago when he leapt from the bicameral man to human
consciousness. Yet, because of a mutation of the bicameral
mentality— a mind disease called mysticism — man remained
trapped in the forces of nature designed by nature. And those
survival pressures that cause the forces of nature affect us at
our roots, deeper than any intellect, discipline, or determination
can dig up.
But, pure love can get down to that survival level and dig
up and permanently throw out those destructive forces of nature.
Let me give you an example involving our fundamental biological
nature:
The protective passions of pure love take you right down to
survival pressures and actually take you to a deeper survival
pressure — a priority in nature deeper than all other survival
pressures. For example, as you saw in Vision Three, a powerful
force of nature is one’s drive to mate with someone beautiful
(i.e., someone symmetrically superior). But, if that beautiful
woman or man tried to hurt your one-year-old child, your
protective passions would kick in and drive that beautiful woman
or man right out of your life. Indeed, the protective passions
of pure love override all other survival pressures, for protecting
someone or something you love is the most powerful survival
pressure. That fact is demonstrated in nature when a mother
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animal defends her litter with her own life.
That means that through pure love for life and that which
benefits life (i.e., yourself, your loved ones, value creators and
producers, and institutions of value creation and production such
as innocent businesses and private research foundations), you not
only can get down to the same survival level at the roots of the
destructive forces of nature…but you can go even deeper to dig
up and free yourself from those destructive forces.
The reason for that is: whereas the protective passions for
someone you love is a fundamental force of nature in a system
designed by nature (e.g., the mother of most mammals will fight
to the death to protect her young), those protective passions for
someone you love are, furthermore, the fundamental force of
God-Man in a system beyond nature. Indeed, on the evolutionary
scale, an animal’s emotions, love, and compassion increase the
more evolved it is. So, when we went through the man-made
evolutionary leap beyond nature 3000 years ago, our ability for
love and compassion leapt to a new level. This is what LaoTzu, Buddha, and Jesus sensed and exploited with much success.
Love jumps to yet a whole new level as we enter the realm of
the God-Man. The other forces of nature do not; they get forced
out by the forces of Neothink® (Vision Three).
Pure love and compassion will drive the supersociety, also
known as the Twelve Visions World.
Now, I want to give you some insight to what will eventually
happen to your emotions as you spread your pure love beyond
your one-year-old child to yourself, your loved ones, value
producers, value creators, and to institutions of value production
and value creation. As I explain in the Second Insight, next, I
can convey this only because, after twenty years of working on
the edge of the next man-made evolutionary leap, I have slipped
in and out of the Neothink® mentality. I can feel things and
see things that you cannot yet know. As I explain in the Second
Insight, you will develop faith in God-Man and the Twelve
Visions World as you see evidence of that other, beautiful world,
even if you are not yet in it.
So, back to what will eventually happen to your emotions:
at the beyond-nature God-Man level, love will go to another
level. Pure love, say in the “verb form” (e.g., daddy “pure loves”
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daughter), will in your heart and soul, at the survival level, be
felt as a less-than-or-equal-to sign (e.g., daddy ≤ daughter). So,
the protective passions will be an intrinsic part of you, like a
reflex, something you do not have to stop and think about. For
example, if daddy’s daughter gets swept away into a stormy sea,
daddy’s reflexes will jump in after her without a fleeting second
thought.
Well, that daddy-saves-daughter scenario seems obvious
enough. But what will increasingly happen in you is: your pure
love will spread to other things that benefit life, including honest
businesses that are innocently producing and creating values for
mankind. You will find yourself, at a primary level, vehemently
protecting…business! For, as you will discover, passionately
loving and protecting life (priority on humans) and all that
benefits life (especially businesses) is the survival pressure when
going to the next world — the system beyond nature…the
civilization of the God-Man. You will love and protect your
world — your loved ones and your businesses of values. You
will protect them from the value destroyers and institutions of
value destruction that fill our anticivilization. They fill our
suppressed anticivilization through illusions of “love” — fools
love…perverted love.
Indeed, that sole survival pressure of love in the next world
of man-made human consciousness, Neothink®, the God-Man —
that pure love and its protective passions for life and all that
benefits life — answers the mysteries of the Universe.
Spring Free From Negative Forces (God-Like Power)
For now, realize that pure love is your way to spring free
from the forces that hold you back. Integrate everything you
have read thus far, including Vision One (in your first Neothink®
Manuscript) about identifying your Friday-Night Essence — the
person you were meant to be. Look at business and try to feel
this love and protection for its value production and value
creation. Everything good including cures to diseases reach us
through business. Look at yourself and feel this love and
protection for the person you were meant to be. Look at your
loved ones and try to feel this love and protection. Even look
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at someone you do not like, but to get past your repulsion, at
first look at him and try to imagine him when he was a little
toddler who was vulnerable and sweet and needed love and
protection. …I say to look at your “enemy” this way because,
even if you still must protect yourself from him, when looking
through compassion — through eyes full of love for life and
values — you will see through wide-scope accounting. You will
see past your pressing hate for his negatives — which before
was all you could see — and you will pull together every value
that “enemy” represents and put that value into your assessment.
Speaking from my own experience, when looking through such
wide-scope accounting, often I adjust and sometimes even reverse
my assessment and feelings toward an “enemy”. At the least, I
become more effective at dealing with my “enemy” and in
protecting life and values.
Once you can look at your “enemy” through a mental state
full of love, then you can look at everyone and everything
through eyes of love.
Have you noticed that people who are falling in love tend
to see many positive values around them that normally would
go unnoticed? That is the phenomenon of love. You go through
life focussing on values and protecting those values. You go
through life a happier person. Remember, if you look at your
“enemy” through the mental state full of love for life and values
(which can be done with some practice), it does not mean that
you love your enemy per se, but you can, for the first time, see
his values that your hate for his negatives blocked out before,
and then you can make better decisions, even defeat him more
soundly if necessary.
Fill Your Mind With Pure Love (God-Like Power)
How do you go about filling your mind with pure love?
First, a change in perspective comes by simply trying it. In the
Twelve Visions World, which will someday exist on Earth,
everyone will be filled with pure love, which is the natural state
of God-Man. But we live in a suppressed anticivilization full
of envy, hate, betrayal, and dishonesty born out of the
bicameral mutation that kept us trapped in the forces of nature
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(the Second Insight). Those negative emotions along with
dishonesty are not naturally part of the human psyche — they
are learned. So, simply changing the perspective of your mind
to the natural conscious state of pure love becomes
increasingly effective and natural. As you more and more feel
this pure love for life and values, the illusions of fools love
will break down. You will more and more easily think for
yourself and eventually experience Neothink ®. When you
sustain Neothink®, you become the God-Man.
The end result of Neothink® is a civilization overflowing with
wealth, romantic love, happiness, and immortality. Indeed, selfthinking Neothink® brings about the depoliticized Twelve Visions
World with super rapidly advancing new technologies making our
standards of living soar beyond any conception we could have
now as subjects of the mystical anticivilization.
Need Some Help? Talk to Toddlers (God-Like Power)
Observing my own toddlers watered the seeds of my
discovery about pure love. If you talk to toddlers, you will find
they naturally pull together everything they know when answering
questions about people or life, and they naturally exert honesty
with those thoughts…which is Neo-Tech. You will also notice
they always emphasize the values or the positives about people
or life. That is because toddlers still function through pure love.
They have not yet learned the unnatural emotions of the
anticivilization. They have not yet been programmed with
mysticism.
Still seeing the world through pure love, which means seeing
through wide-scope accounting, toddlers can amazingly grasp
complex concepts about the Twelve Visions World in one fiveminute talk, whereas adults will go a lifetime and not be able
to understand. For example, I explained the entire Civilizationof-the-Universe dynamics (that you will read about in the Third
Insight) to my four-year-old daughter while pushing her in a
jogging-stroller during one of my four-mile runs. From that one
talk, she thoroughly understands everything you will read in the
long Third Insight. On the other hand, I have been spoon-feeding
an adult friend the same information that my four-year-old
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daughter grasped in a half hour. I have been spoon-feeding him
for six years, and he is nowhere near understanding the ideas.
The toddler’s ability to grasp complex concepts of the
supersociety and the Twelve Visions World is a dramatic
demonstration of the power of the mysticism-free mind, achieved
through pure love. As I have done, you can launch yourself into
this perspective-change of pure love by talking to and emulating
toddlers under seven years of age.
Intelligence Outcompeted (God-Like Power)
Neothink® will eventually eliminate the ruling class throughout
the world while enhancing prosperity and happiness for everyone.
Most of all, the process of personally exerting Neothink® to
remove one’s own bicameral behavioral patterns leads to major
breakthroughs of knowledge.
Neothink® frees your mind of the computerlike virus passed
along for a hundred generations. Neothink ® soars beyond
today’s mind. We all know about the enormous capacity of
the human mind. But our minds are so limited today. The
mystery of what so limits our minds is finally solved:
mysticism.
Neothink ® fills tomorrow’s limitless mind and replaces the
importance of intelligence. Indeed, the range of integrated
thinking will supersede intelligence in tomorrow’s Twelve Visions
World. The range, width, or scope of valid integrations of
knowledge is more a function of honesty than of IQ. No matter
how high is one’s raw IQ, that person can ultimately be
outflanked and outperformed by a lower IQ mind that is more
honest, less mystical, allowing wider-scope integrations. In
tomorrow’s Twelve Visions World, wide-scope integrations of
knowledge are what give conscious minds unlimited power.
Neothink® supersedes the role of IQ.
Remember, Pure Love Is Your Catalyst (God-Like Power)
Today man has a highly intellectual mind, but it easily slips
back into the automatically functioning bicameral modality from
thousands of years past. Strange, isn’t it? We are doing
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advanced business and running advanced computer technologies
as intellectuals, but we easily slip into those bicameral mentalities
with zero intellection. Here is why: Decision making is the
source of stress. Thus, it is not automatic to exert your own
mind, exclusively making all your own decisions; it is not easy
to be conscious and responsible every step of the way. So, if
you are not careful and get a little lazy, then your mind will
automatically on its own slip back into its bicameral-like mode
of following or reacting to “higher” authorities. For, long ago,
mysticism was programmed into your mind.
To avoid stress, your mind seeks the path of least resistance.
That regression into a bicameral behavioral pattern is automatic
and physiological, actually: get a little lazy, and without warning,
your bicameral behavioral patterns take over. In fact, Jaynes
demonstrates this point: When people are not exerting the
conscious mode, he points out, say while automatically driving
a car, then they are in an unconscious state that simulates the
bicameral mind. That is why, if you remember back to my Ninth
Vision, in your first Neothink® Manuscript, I described how
difficult it was, at first, for me to lift my mind into the
“Hemingway Code”.
Mental laziness becomes man’s greatest cause of slipping back
into harmful bicameral behavioral patterns, making you most
vulnerable to the ruling class. To overcome the pervasive mind
disease programmed into your mind at an early age, you must
actively exert your conscious mode. Moreover, it takes being
brutally honest with yourself to recognize your laziness and
bicameral tendencies in order to overcome them and to integrate
reality for making your own decisions. It is so easy to be a
little dishonest with yourself and rationalize your own laziness and
your mind-created “realities” growing from lack of self-thought, often
generated by ruling-class elites. So, realize that laziness and
dishonesty will put up major resistance to deprogramming your
bicameral behavioral patterns. Neo-Tech (taught in the Neothink®
Society) is your antidote to laziness and dishonesty. Pure love is
your catalyst to Neothink®.
The ruling-class elites are the Typhoid-Mary spreaders of
mysticism who keep the disease of the mind dominating every
human being so that they can control us for their own power
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and wealth. Let us examine those “higher” authorities:
“Higher” Authorities and “Higher” Causes (God-Like Power)
The deeply programmed bicameral-like behavior in the
multitudes makes them easy to control — followers looking for
leaders. And those leaders, our career politicians, for example,
hurt their followers, the multitudes, through increasingly enforcing
subservience to the “higher” authorities and sacrifice to their selfserving “higher” causes.
Our bicameral-like behavior, programmed into our mind as
young children, makes “higher” authorities and their “higher”
causes almost “natural” aberrations for conscious man. To finally
break from “higher” authorities and their self-serving “higher”
causes is not easy. Bicameral man was owned by his god —
by what he called his ili or ka. To hear was to obey. That
same obedience to authority resides in us today. In our bicameral
past, a command from our god, from our higher authority, was
our higher cause and was not questioned, even if it meant death.
Today, commands from “higher” authorities often become our
“higher” causes and are so often not questioned, sometimes even
if they mean death, as in the case of war.
Altruism is today’s dominant philosophy, and it is based on
sacrifice to “higher” causes. Of course, the “higher” authorities
determine the “higher” causes and who will be sacrificed to
whom. The “higher” causes of altruism make altruism the
ideal tool to push lots of easy-target people into their
bicameral mentalities that obey “higher” authorities and
“higher” causes.
Our vulnerability to accepting “higher” causes and seeking
“higher” authorities telling us what to do and how to live is why
the leaders, the ruling class, use altruism as their “reasoning”
behind every destructive program that demands sacrifice of the
honest working man. For example, we not only pay taxes to
the “higher” authorities known as government, but we pay ever
higher taxes to the “higher” cause known as social welfare. Of
course, our sacrifice ultimately provides the political leaders
their own power and wealth. So, those career politicians
manipulate the pre-programmed, bicameral-like behavioral
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patterns in the multitudes, using the “higher” causes of
altruism as their sound-good “reasoning”. People are very,
very vulnerable to subjugating themselves to “higher”
authorities and sacrificing themselves to “higher” causes
through destructive altruism.
But, why don’t the multitudes recognize the harm done to
themselves — the financial harm especially — by altruism and
its sacrifice to “higher” causes via the “higher” authorities? The
ruling-class elites use reality-altering mysticism to create illusions
of “noble” programs “for the social good”, for instance, that
camouflage the life-diminishing destruction caused by altruism
and sacrifice. We cannot see, for instance, the Twelve Visions
World and the millionaire-like standard of living we would enjoy
if not for our sacrifice to the ruling class their “higher” causes.
What can change all this? We are fighting bicameral-like
programming “hardwired” into our minds…a computerlike virus
passed on for thousands of years in the human psyche. How
can we break free from altruism and the ruling-class
stranglehold on mankind? That change will come through
Neothink®, facilitated by pure love and Neo-Tech. Indeed pure
love, Neo-Tech, and Neothink ® will end our bicameral
programming and all its vestiges such as governments and
religions. Mankind will fulfill its destiny; we will evolve into
a whole new mentality — the Neothink ® mentality. We will
then become the persons we were born to be — the God-Man.
A Long Time In Coming (God-Like Power)
The Neothink® mentality has been a long time in coming.
Twenty-four hundred years of sacrifice to the ruling class has
kept mankind from his destiny of becoming God-Man. In
bicameral man, human nature was split in two, as Jaynes points
out, an executive part called a god (the right brain), and a
follower part called a man (the left brain). Jaynes demonstrates
that portions of the Old Testament were written by bicameral
man, some during the transitional period of the bicameral
mentality to the conscious mentality. In the New Testament,
references are made to man becoming one with God. Such
references would perhaps suggest some early attempts to describe
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the new mentality, consciousness, where man was no longer the
follower, but his own god and decision maker as well. The
Second Insight next demonstrates that the teachings of Jesus were
attempts to break the chain and bring the bicameral peasants into
the new conscious mentality…into God-Man. Notice, by the way,
Jesus’s abundant use of the concept of love. Then, as now, pure
love was the catalyst to leaping ahead into the new mentality.
Unfortunately, a few hundred years after Jesus, the rulingclass, educated elites of the Western World perfected their tool
of guilt, sophisticated their illusory altruism, copped the teachings
of Jesus and mixed them into their brew of guilt and sacrifice,
took control of and reactivated the masses’ residual but otherwise
fading bicameral mentalities for a self-serving millennium, known
as the Dark Ages. Using Plato’s philosophical foundation, the
ruling-class, educated elites orchestrated a mutation of the
bicameral mentality that, in turn, ravished the new, conscious
mentality. Consciousness and new knowledge was conquered as
the ruling class ruled our minds and ruled the world.
The passing centuries since the Dark Ages have been a
continual retreat from mysticism (which always allows external
authorities to rule over us); of course, we suffered severe along
the way. And now, with nuclear weapons in the arsenal of
ruling-class elites, a relapse could destroy civilization. We will
discuss that possibility soon.
Altruism, the philosophy of the ruling class, is based on the
mystical premise that man lives for the sake of others…that
man’s life and property are available for sacrifice to “higher”
causes, e.g., the common good, society, the needy, the
environment, the dictator, God, country, politicians, bureaucrats.
Implementing altruism always requires widespread bicameral-like
mentalities accepting or seeking “higher” authorities.
Altruism yields by nature a malevolent society in which
individuals deal with one another on terms of who will be
sacrificed to whom, who will support whom. Force wielded
by the “higher” authorities becomes the deciding factor.
Altruism is the ruling-class tool to exploit our bicameral urges
for “higher” authorities and their “higher” causes. From
altruism, never could Neothink ® rise…never could our final
evolution occur…never could the supersociety begin.
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During the twenty-first century, however, with the spread of
the Neothink® Society and the growth of the Twelve Visions
Party, the next evolutionary jump of man will occur. Wars will
end. Man will mentally “jump” from today’s consciousness,
diseased with bicameral behavioral patterns or mysticism, to
Neothink ® consciousness, free of the bicameral behavioral
patterns, free of mysticism. Indeed, mysticism is the disease;
Neo-Tech and pure love provide the antidote; Neothink® is the
cured mind. Within the Neothink® mind, bicameral behavior
cannot exist, thus external authorities can no longer exist. In
that Twelve Visions World free of ruling class, a new code of
living will emerge; everything will change. Ordinary people will
be rich, safe, and secure. After 3000 years, the new code of
living will lift mankind into his full glory as God-Man.
The Turning Point (God-Like Power)
Our civilization is at the pivotal point today. The NuclearDecision Threshold is the point at which energy, knowledge, and
technology have advanced to where sufficient, man-made energy
— nuclear energy — can be generated to physically destroy all
life on the planet. From that point, civilizations must follow
one of two courses:
(1) Proceed in an altruistic philosophical system in which
mysticism-plagued conscious minds support mystical “higher”
causes that feed political power to the ruling-class elites. Such
systems, dominated by manipulating bicameral mentalities for
political power, will eventually lead to all-out nuclear warfare
in which most knowledge and technology are lost. Most of the
world’s population would die and civilization would
perish…because of meaningless mysticism being manipulated to
give false power and bogus livelihoods to the “higher”
authorities…the value destroyers.
(2) Proceed in a Neo-Tech philosophical system (seventh
month) in which mysticism-free Neothink® minds support no
“higher” causes or “higher” authorities. Such a system dominated
by Neothink® mentalities allows civilization to safely advance
beyond the Nuclear-Decision Threshold. The world’s population
would flourish beyond any conception from today’s world (as
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described throughout last month’s Twelve Visions). The NuclearDecision Threshold is the point that every advanced civilization
must successfully pass through to survive.
Thus, citizens of any civilization advancing significantly
beyond that threshold would have by nature evolved into GodMan and his Twelve Visions World of soaring prosperity. That
in turn would mean a free society from which external authorities
are eradicated as destructive and immoral. In any such advanced
society, all forms of mysticism would by nature have been
discredited and discarded as stupid and destructive. Such a
society would be free of politicians, theologians, coercive
governments, and other “higher” authorities. Actions would be
based on mysticism-free logic exercised by free individuals.
Today, man’s survival still depends on his choice of
beneficially following his own consciousness or destructively
following the voices of external authorities. Indeed, for our own
civilization to advance significantly beyond our current NuclearDecision Threshold would require a shift from the current
altruistic philosophical base and its mysticism-plagued conscious
minds supporting dangerous ruling classes…to a Neo-Tech
philosophical base (seventh month) and its Neothink® minds
supporting no ruling class.
What Would Have Been (God-Like Power)
Civilization would have advanced super rapidly if the
Neothink® mentality rather than the mysticism-plagued conscious
mentality had dominated for the past 2400 years. Neothink®
would have eliminated altruisms and force-backed governments
with the subsequent elimination of parasitical ruling classes, wars,
crime, disease, poverty, and death itself. In this rapidly
advancing supersociety, the steam engine and trains would have
been in operation at the birth of Christ; mass produced cars
would have been available in 50 A.D.; commercial airlines would
have been in operation by 60 A.D.; crime and fraud would have
been eliminated, not by government police but by private
protection services, private courts, and computerized ostracism
by 65 A.D.; nuclear power would have existed by 70 A.D.; man
would have landed on the moon by 80 A.D.; cancer would have
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been cured by 90 A.D.; youth-perpetuating biological immortality
would have occurred by 120 A.D.; immortal conscious
individuals, master of all known nature, would have happened
by 2000 A.D.
If a Neo-Tech philosophy (seventh month) rather than a
mystical philosophy had dominated the Western World since the
Greek philosophers, then newly conscious man would have
flowed into Neothink® and into a rapidly advancing supersociety
— the Twelve Visions World. This is what would have
happened:
350 B.C. Aristotle 384 B.C.-322 B.C. Plato’s philosophy
identified as mystical and forever dismissed as
dishonest, destructive.
200 B.C. America discovered.
100 B.C. Free-enterprise capitalism established around the
world. Free markets flourishing. All forms of
mysticism and neocheating identified, discredited, and
rejected. All government taxation and nonprofit
spending programs abolished. All forms of initiatory
force are morally condemned. Wars become obsolete
and vanish. Arts, sciences, technology boom in totally
free markets. Dynamic competition and value
production rule. Romantic love flourishes.
0 B.C.
All traces of mysticism, altruism, and collectivism are
gone. Poverty essentially eliminated. The individual
is the supreme value. Jesus builds the highest
skyscraper in Asia Minor. Trains and steamships are
major forms of transportation.
20 A.D. Electrical power developed, camera developed.
40 A.D. Internal-combustion engine developed.
50 A.D. Cars in mass production. Airplane developed.
60 A.D. Commercial airlines flourishing. Computer developed.
65 A.D. Crime and fraud become unprofitable, obsolete, and
essentially eliminated by computerized ostracism.
70 A.D. Nuclear power developed. Nuclear weapons never
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80 A.D.
90 A.D.
100 A.D.
110 A.D.
120 A.D.
140 A.D.
200 A.D.

conceived.
Man on the moon. Internet developed.
Cancer and most other diseases eliminated.
Man on Mars and heading for other planets.
Need for sleep eliminated.
Youth-perpetuating biological immortality developed.
Prosperity and happiness of conscious beings are
universal.
Worldwide, commercial, biological immortality
achieved. All diseases and aging eliminated. Man
colonizing, mining, and commercializing the moon,
asteroids, and Mars. Commercial shuttle flights,
passenger and freight, to space-station colonies.
...Achieve access to the gravity-coded, interstellar
universal computer.

1200 A.D. Energy and technology advanced to where sufficient
energy can be generated for traveling to other earthlike planets in outer space. Science, knowledge, and
fulfillment advanced to the point at which no
economic or scientific incentive exists for directly
communicating with or travelling to the billions of
other, outer-space civilizations.
2000 A.D. Immortal conscious beings in a Neo-Tech, freeenterprise society are master of all known nature.
People and goods are transported at near the speed
of light.
Most goods manufactured via
nanotechnology with the electronic control of atoms
and molecules. New knowledge is expanding at near
the speed of light.
All of that would have happened by leaving behind our
bicameral mentality. Instead, the Greek Philosopher Plato
preserved our bicameral mentality — or perhaps more accurately,
caused its mutation.
Using Plato’s philosophy, the root of altruism, the destructive
ruling class implies that human beings are by nature evil and
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destructive and need to be controlled. They are subordinate to
“higher” causes. Human beings must be controlled by some
“higher” authority or government and forced to serve others or
society…controlled as in Plato’s Republic — by the educated
elite.

The Problem Of Switching Over
(God-Like Power)
At first, the effort will seem difficult. In time, that feeling
of being difficult will shift to feelings of exhilaration as you
discover value creation and experience the life you were meant
to live.
As the ordinary person discovers something new and wide
open called integrated thinking (in contrast to today’s
predominant specialized thinking that pigeonholes people in
lifetime, routine ruts), he or she experiences a mind that can
break beyond its stagnant boundaries and integrate or snap
together more and more ideas to build, piece by piece, growing
success puzzles. Integrated thinking is his tool for building
Neothink ® breakthroughs. He discovers that integrated thinking
is extremely profitable in business.
Neothink® is an entirely new mentality that we will switch
over to sometime in the twenty-first century. People who switch
over to the new mentality will appear to the mysticism-plagued
person to have risen to a higher consciousness, just as the people
who switched over to consciousness 3000 years ago appeared to
the bicameral person to be gods. The approaching Neothink®
mentality takes man to a whole new level where he will
eventually acquire literally god-like power as God-Man (the Third
Insight).
Going Beyond Nature’s System (God-Like Power)
The problem of switching over to God-Man reduces to just
how deeply embedded the program of mysticism is in our minds.
Going back to our ancestors, the bicameral man’s survival
mechanism of hallucinating voices of the gods was a neurological
process. As an analogy, if a cat faced a hostile situation, whether
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it fought or fled came from a neurological process, a neurological
instruction or command. As Jaynes demonstrates, if a bicameral
man faced a hostile situation, like the cat, whether he fought or
fled came from a neurological process, a neurological instruction
or command. But because man had developed a sophisticated
language, the neurological process or neurological instruction or
command came in the sophisticated form of a powerful voice
and was the consummate guiding mechanism evolved by
nature.
No greater authority exists than the spoken voice, particularly
when that voice comes from within one’s own brain, as in
bicameral man. As Jaynes identifies, using descriptive analogies
to schizophrenics today, that voice in his own head was allenveloping from which there was no retreat. He could not hold
his ears to muffle the voice or draw back or run away to weaken
the voice. There was no escape; wherever he might flee, the
voice would not weaken. The voice consumed every part of his
body, as if his fingers and toes all had ears. The authority was
unquestioned, complete, and clear. In fact, the neurological
process or neurological instruction or command was much more
effective through the commanding authority of the voices than
any other process in nature’s evolution, so much more effective
than, say, the cat’s guidance system. Bicameral man and the
authority of sound was the ultimate evolution through nature’s
system.
The fact that our brains today are physically identical to those
of our bicameral ancestors, which means we have the exact same
neurological circuitry that once heard and obeyed the voices,
makes the bicameral mentality very hard to deprogram. Today
we almost “instinctively” react to the strong voices of our leaders.
Even today, the authority of sound — as in a powerful political
or campaign speech — can overwhelm an individual and move
a nation.
Fully Evolving Into Man’s System (God-Like Power)
Conscious man marks the break from nature’s system to
man’s system, when man took over. Neothink® Man or GodMan is the ultimate evolution into man’s system. Now, conscious
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man must evolve — psychologically — from mysticism-plagued
consciousness into mysticism-free or Neothink® consciousness.
Two possible mentalities exist in conscious man: 1) The
flawed mysticism-plagued consciousness that accepts, even seeks
external authorities instructing people how to live. The proof
of that flawed mentality is the existence of a ruling class. 2)
The nonflawed mysticism-free consciousness or Neothink ®
mentality accepts full self-responsibility on how to live — the
pure state of consciousness in which man’s mind is its own
authority. The proof of that flawless conscious mentality is the
supersociety and its Gifts in everyone’s life (the Gifts of wealth,
health, and safety revealed last month in the Twelve Visions).
For 3000 years, people have searched for a higher
consciousness — a mystical higher consciousness. The Neothink®
mentality or God-Man ends that search and brings us what
appears to be that higher consciousness — but a nonmystical
higher consciousness, more accurately articulated as “the pure
state of consciousness”.
The Problem, the Promise (God-Like Power)
Three thousand years ago, when the bicameral mind broke
down and the voices of the gods fell silent, man went through
enormous efforts to still communicate and receive answers and
authorization from their silent gods who had left the earth and
now lived in the sky. During this period, prayer was invented
to ask for guidance; angels were invented as the winged
messengers of the gods who now lived with Anu, the greatest
god in the sky; and heaven was invented as the place in the sky
where the gods now lived.
Today, people still pray for guidance from God, believe in
messages from angels, and look toward the sky as heaven where
God lives. The bicameral mentality is still very much in us.
Jaynes demonstrates we are still in the breakdown process of the
bicameral mind. Of course, this presents an enormous problem:
how do we possibly make the switch into Neothink®, still so
steeped in the bicameral mentality?
I believe we are close to overcoming the problem and close
to making the switch into the Neothink® mentality. I base this
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belief on observing today the mirror image of what immediately
preceded bicameral man’s switch into consciousness, which
indicates to me that we are leaving today’s mysticism-plagued
conscious mentality for a new mentality.
During the breakdown of the bicameral mind, man went
through incremental stages approaching subjective thought and
consciousness. Those stages particularly involved divination,
which were attempts to divine the speech of the now silent gods
and discover the will of the silent gods — man’s urgent quest
for authorization. Even today, people in deep decision making
often plea, “God, give me a sign!” Examples of those past
divinations were omens, sortilege, augury, and spontaneous
divination (described in Jaynes’ book). Jaynes demonstrates how
those four main types of divination brought man closer and closer
to the subjective structure of consciousness. They brought man
to the edge of consciousness.
Today, for the first time in history, I see the reverse image
of the quest for authorization. That reverse image today is the
growing damnation of politicians, in particular. To damn the
politician is a direct, conscious attack on authorization, a sign
of a break from our bicameral past.
Of course, for centuries, people have rebelled against rulers
and governments, but always against a particular party or system,
looking for another party or system to come in and provide
“better” external authority and guidance. For the first time,
people today are turning against the idea of the politician,
period. For the first time, large percentages of people are not
just grumbling their dissatisfaction at their existing external
guidance, seeking what they perceive is an improved external
guidance to take over authorization. Instead, for the first time,
people are turning against authority — against the fundamental
concept of government ruling over their lives. That damnation
of dishonest, unearned authority at its core is a hallmark of
mysticism-free consciousness and, I believe, puts us on the edge
of Neothink®. Our leap into God-Man will follow.

My Actual Insight
(God-Like Power)
Now that I have taken you through some of my seventeen637
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year development of the God-Man hypothesis, which made it
possible to have this Insight, now let us turn to the actual First
Insight that showed me exactly what the God-Man would be like.
I feel very fortunate to have had this Insight, for making the
difficult switch into the new mentality and its new world would
be greatly aided if we could see ahead to what the switch will
be like specifically and what things would change and how. If
we could have some idea of what to expect and how to change
— to somehow see the changes and how they would affect us
— then we would have some sort of orientation and expectation
to get our bearings and secure our footing in order to advance
confidently, with a clear plan.
The First Insight gave me that orientation with a look into
the fascinating new mentality and its new world. This Insight
showed me a civilization in my mind’s eye that is actively
Neothink®. In a sense, the First Insight provided me with an
analog model, say a map of the new civilization needed to
visualize the new world and then switch over to the new
mentality.
Within that demonstration of the Twelve Visions World, I
witnessed some exciting Gifts we can look forward to when we
evolve into God-Man.
The First Insight showed me the God-Man, and the Insight
was beautiful. Here is what I saw during the actual First Insight
after my Twelve Visions:
My Encounter With God-Man (God-Like Power)
I saw that God-Man is the perfect specimen with special
Gifts. The First Insight showed me God-Man and his Gifts:
Gods of Life (God-Like Power)
I saw that we thought differently, such as Copernicus, Ford,
Steve Jobs. I saw the very rich world we lived in. I could
see that we actually became the controllers of the Universe
(demonstrated in your third Neothink® Manuscript). I saw that
we never aged, for we eliminated aging with youth rejuvenating
biological immortality to live forever. Those god-like powers,
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of course, were the results of jumping to our next evolution called
God-Man.
Live Forever? (God-Like Power)
I saw that, in the Twelve Visions World, the many Neothink®
geniuses broke through to the next level in all industries including
the medical industry. They rapidly eradicated disease after
disease, bringing us perfect health while doubling our lives.
Eventually, they eradicated the most devastating physical disease
— aging itself.
Outperformance (God-Like Power)
I saw that, as God-Man, we became the perfect specimen.
Enjoying the supersociety’s Great Technological Revolution, we
advanced physically and psychologically beyond people trapped
in today’s suppressed technology and suppressed mentality. Our
superior physical and mental state went beyond human beings today.
Even our sexual experiences outdid what we experience today.
Becoming Billionaires (God-Like Power)
I saw millions of people breaking through into Neothink® and
becoming rich. At the end of the twentieth century and at the
start of the twenty-first century, more billionaires surfaced than
ever before. Forbes’ Richest 400 People in America edition
identified 170 billionaires versus only 13 billionaires fifteen years
before. That increase was an indicator of an increasing number
of forerunners to our evolution into God-Man and his Neothink®
mentality. During my First Insight, I saw ordinary people
evolving into God-Man and becoming billionaires!
Becoming Geniuses (God-Like Power)
I saw us easily and effortlessly making breakthroughs that
made us powerful, respected, and wealthy. Our minds no longer
followed their routine ruts or followed leaders. Instead, our
minds integrated knowledge…we snapped together knowledge as
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though we were building puzzles. As the puzzles grew, they
began forming puzzle-pictures never seen before by anyone else.
Those puzzle-pictures brought breakthrough knowledge to the
world, just as Copernicus, Ford, and Gates brought their
breakthrough knowledge.
Becoming Omnipotent (God-Like Power)
As our breakthrough pictures grew, as with any puzzlepictures, we were able to see what the whole pictures would look
like before they were finished. Thus, we knew what the missing
pieces looked like and, therefore, knew with omnipotence exactly
what to do to complete those breakthrough puzzles to success.
…Now, we knew how those wealthy geniuses seemed to do
everything right and with confidence for success — they did so
because of this Neothink ® process of building breakthrough
puzzle-pictures and building them with increasing confidence and
omnipotence. Knowing what the missing pieces to the puzzlepictures looked like and making all the right choices, they almost
seemed psychic. Now, we thought in pictures, too — puzzlepictures — and could do everything right for success, too. We
could do everything those geniuses could do. Indeed, we became
geniuses ourselves. I saw it happen in the First Insight. We
realized that God-Man was the only legitimate “psychic”, for
God-Man was the only human who could, through the puzzlepictures, see the future. Indeed, he could see what a puzzlepicture looked like before it was complete, which was seeing the
future. And now, we had become God-Man, too. With
Neothink®, we not only could see the future, but we could now
control the future. We discovered that, with this nonmystical
“psychic” ability, we experienced the easiest, most exhilarating
life of success. To those who had not yet leapt into Neothink®,
we seemed to be the luckiest people alive, always making the
right choices. Indeed, we were “speculating” in large-stakes
projects and always winning with unbeatable omnipotence. …We
seemed, to those not yet into Neothink ® , to be incredibly
lucky…and unbeatable. Luck has nothing to do with it…but we
certainly were unbeatable.
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Attracting Friends and Lovers (God-Like Power)
One person who recently achieved the Neothink® state of
mind told me this story, “The woman I’d been trying to date
for six months, to no avail, called and asked me out! On our
second date she said she was overwhelmed and in love with me!
I’m dumbfounded at how powerful Neothink® is!” During my
First Insight, I witnessed superior people attract more mates and
more competitive mates. Those who evolved into God-Man not
only transferred money, power, and prestige from the following
man to themselves, but they easily won any lover or quickly
regained their ex-lovers. Recently, I overheard at a Neothink®
Summit the following comment: “Within hours after developing
my new god-like powers, my beautiful ex-wife was back in my
arms! Neothink® is unbelievable but works! We’ll never be the
same again! Now I’m working my way toward making the
switch into God-Man!”
Another person sent me this testimonial in a letter: “While
in prison, I discovered Neothink®. I left prison broke, without
a penny or a woman or a friend to my name. Through
Neothink®, six months later I was a multi-millionaire and my
live-in girlfriend was a Penthouse Magazine Pet-of-the-Month.
Six months after that, I was a famous celebrity, wooed by
beautiful women and surrounded by geniuses and the rich and
famous all over the country.” The person who sent me that letter
is now a famous television celebrity.
The two points are, not only does the person who evolves
into God-Man easily control his or her future, but everyone he
or she meets wants to become friends! In fact, I saw in my
First Insight that every relationship — spouse, lover, children,
friends, co-workers — became better and more fulfilling.
Moreover, I saw in this Insight that God-Man quickly
acquired a special circle of friends — beautiful people inside and
out, geniuses in the arts, geniuses in the medical, science, and
business fields — interesting, stimulating, valuable people.
Becoming the Perfect Physical Specimen (God-Like Power)
Your mind and body are inextricably linked. I saw in my
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First Insight that when we evolved into the entirely new way
of using our minds — God-Man’s integrating, not following,
Neothink® mentality — our bodies metamorphosed, too. Physical
changes occurred quickly that are not easy to communicate to
people before their final evolution (somewhat explained in Vision
Eight last month). The symptoms (for adults), however, included
losing interest or appetite for food, slimming down automatically,
without even trying, to the perfect weight for one’s frame, all
while radiating with a new, beautiful or handsome confidence.
God-Man — man and woman — was physically beautiful in my
Insight. God-Man was physically perfect. He or she had an
awesome body and mind.
Discover Fearlessness (God-Like Power)
I saw that God-Man was innocent and pure. The very process
into God-Man required complete honesty (i.e., Neo-Tech…seventh
month). Once we reached that most evolved, highest life form
called God-Man, I saw in my First Insight that even the most
vicious lower life forms could not really hurt us just as, say,
the most vicious lower life forms such as tigers, crocodiles,
wolves do not bother us today. God-Man tomorrow never needed
to worry about being cheated or hurt by anyone, by any liar or
con man, for they were harmless less evolved, lower life forms.
(God-Man was pure Neothink®.) God-Man did not even fear the
powerful neocheater (i.e., the most subtle but vicious breed of
cheater revealed in your seventh month). …I perceived during
my Insight that God-Man was invincible.

Summary
Let us summarize my First Insight and, at the same time, lay
out humanity’s charted course into God-Man and his Twelve
Visions World:
About 10,000 years ago, man developed a coherent oral
language. Speech was then incorporated into nature’s most
advanced neurological guidance system, known as the bicameral
mind. That culmination of nature’s evolution, bicameral man,
continued to develop more and more sophisticated written
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language, which eventually, around 3000 years ago, led to the
development of metaphors and analog models.
Man needed metaphors and analog models to separate from
the objective world before him and, in his mind, enter a
subjective world for his reflective thoughts…known as
consciousness. Now, he could think about the world around him
instead of just reacting to it. Thus, he could now make the
decisions on how to interact with the world around him. He
now had control. He had leapt beyond nature’s neurological
guidance system into man’s own, invented guidance system.
But, conscious minds still carried deep-rooted bicameral
triggers, urges, longings. Conscious minds were plagued by
outmoded bicameral tendencies or, in other words, conscious
minds were infected with mysticism — a disease of conscious
minds. Ruling-class elites skillfully caused the fading bicameral
mentality to mutate and then ravage the new conscious mentality
(the Second Insight, next). If not for Neo-Tech and Neothink®,
that virulent disease of the conscious mind would eventually
destroy man during the Nuclear-Decision Threshold.
The discovery of Neo-Tech and invention of Neothink® enable
conscious minds, for the first time, to systematically remove
mysticism and eventually cure themselves.
Similar to how language and metaphors were needed to
separate from the objective world in order for man to evolve into
consciousness, Neo-Tech (seventh month) is needed to deprogram
bicameral mysticism to evolve into Neothink®. As man uses
Neo-Tech to remove the debilitating disease of mysticism and
free his mind, he is able to acquire more and more power and
success as he integrates more and more knowledge. He breaks
out of his trap, his bicameral-like routine-rut, just automatically
reacting to the world around him. Instead, he starts controlling
and building his dreams in the world around him. Through
integrated thinking, he snaps together more and more knowledge
and starts building a success puzzle. Like any puzzle, as he
snaps together more pieces, a puzzle-picture begins to form…a
never-before-seen puzzle-picture. And it is at this point — when
he begins building a never-before-seen puzzle-picture, a major
advancement of human knowledge — that he leaps into
Neothink®.
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Similar to how metaphors and analog models were needed
to create the mind space for consciousness, integrated thinking
and mental puzzles are needed to go beyond the normal
processing capacity of the human mind into Neothink®. You see,
the human mind can only process a single thought cluster with
four or five thoughts at one time. Integrated thinking and mental
puzzles enable man to go beyond the mind’s processing capacity
to build multiple thought clusters with limitless thoughts, which
is Neothink ®. Each puzzle piece is, in itself, a maximum
integration unit — a thought cluster of four or five thoughts.
Through mental puzzles, one goes beyond his maximum
integration capacity to hold endless integrations in his mind.
As one evolves into limitless Neothink®, he breaks through
to the next level and brings major advancements of human
knowledge into the world. Moreover, with Neothink®, he often
functions with omnipotence as he sees the future. Indeed, as
with any developing puzzle-picture, he reaches a point where he
knows what the completed picture will look like. Therefore, he
knows with omnipotence, well before the puzzle is completed,
what the missing puzzle pieces look like. Now functioning
through Neothink®, he knows both exactly what the future looks
like and how to create it. Indeed, God-Man not only sees, but
creates the future and his destiny.
To Purchase The Deep Dive Into Mark Hamilton's
GOD-MAN WORLD
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